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Abstract Caused by biological limits on cognition, information overload has
shown to impact behavior of online social media users, affecting behavior in
online conversations. We combine concepts from working memory theory with
the extended self theory to formulate a novel theory of extended working
memory. This theory is implemented as a mechanistic, agent-based model of
information storage and attention loss under information overload and vali-
dated on the discussions of a cyrptocurrency community on Twitter. Results
indicate that volume and participant count in individual conversations are
sensitive to the rate of attention loss and extended working memory capacity.
Further experiments allow extended working memory to replicate and explain
several online conversation phenomena from the literature, previously lacking a
mechanistic explanation.Reconceptualizing information spread through work-
ing memory and extended self theories, allows us to move beyond analogies to
biologically-inspired viral spread, into richer representations of online conver-
sation dynamics, enabling a deeper understanding of how (dis)information is
transmitted over social media.
Keywords Information Overload · Extended Self · Working Memory ·
Attention Span · Diffusion of Information · Conversation · Information
Cascades
1 Introduction
Immediate access to vast quantities of information has resulted in online so-
cial media users feeling the effects of information overload (Gomez-Rodriguez
et al., 2014; Hodas et al., 2013; Koroleva et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014; Feng
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et al., 2015). Biological limits to cognition, in particular, memory and atten-
tion span, play an important role in information overload. Besides the recol-
lection of ideas and experiences required to maintain conversation, memory
is also required to maintain a store of the conversations and individuals to
whom responses are due in the case of asynchronous communication. With
the increasing dominance of the internet as a communication form, and, in
particular, modern social media, asynchronous communication is quickly be-
coming the norm. Despite the typical preference of immediate response, studies
have shown that most individuals are satisfied with responses that are delayed
up to a day (Morris et al., 2010). The downside of asynchronous communica-
tion is that it can quickly lead to a backlog of conversations lacking responses,
which may exceed the individual’s capacity to respond, overwhelming them,
and potentially driving them into a state of information overload. Although
memory capacity and the processes of information overload and the physio-
logical stresses that result have been studied extensively in lab experiments
(Cowan, 2001), the effects of information overload on online conversation dy-
namics and the potential stresses it places on collective social behavior remain
largely unstudied.
1.1 Memory and Information Overload
An essential component of human cognition, memory allows individuals to re-
tain multiple pieces of information for learning and decision-making. Stored
pieces of information might either be dependent on one another for the comple-
tion of a task, or information might be stored as long-term memories, which
would affect one’s behavior at a later date. Extensive lab experimentation
over the past half-century has shed light on the structure and mechanisms
of human memory, although the mechanisms of memory are not completely
understood. A majority of the current psychology and neuro-science literature
agrees to the appropriateness of a theoretical modeling framework that com-
prises of long-term memory, short-term memory, and working memory, though
there exists some confusion regarding the definition of working memory and
its distinction from short-term memory (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Cowan,
2008; Engle, 2002; Baddeley, 2012). Experimental findings in cognitive neuro-
science have shown that the neural underpinnings of working memory lie in
the temporary activation of neurons of the prefrontal cortex during the per-
formance of a task and are therefore associated with cognitive processes such
as planning and decision making (D’Esposito and Postle, 2015). The fact that
information within working memory for task execution exists as multi-item
chunks in memory was first introduced in (Miller, 1956), where it was also
shown famously that short-term processing was limited to the recall of seven
plus or minus two items. However, this memory capacity limit has since been
disputed with most lab experiments agreeing to the more limited capacity of
around three or four units (Schneider and Detweiler, 1988; Chen and Cowan,
2005) and others between four to six items (Tulving and Patkau, 1962). Ac-
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cording to (Cowan, 2001), pure working memory capacity can be observed
when information overload is induced, reducing chunk size to single-item sized
stimuli through focused attention.
While memory capacity of an adult is considered to be fixed per individ-
ual, the effect of information overload on working memory results in a focus
on the information deemed relevant to the task at hand and lack of compre-
hension of other information (Cowan et al., 2010; Vogel et al., 2005; Mayer
and Moreno, 1998; Cowan et al., 2010; Todd and Marois, 2005). Therefore,
when cognitive ability is lowered due to information overload, it is due to the
excessive processing required to filter out irrelevant information to focus at-
tention. Persistent information overload through multiple channels of online
information providing notifications on a variety of activities of other users can
often lead to the excessive processing, constant scattering of attention, and a
feeling of perpetual loss of concentration (Carr, 2008). (Vujic, 2017) discover
that individuals with long hours of daily computer usage, especially with the
use of smartphones, tend to have significantly lower ability for sustained at-
tention. While interruptions, may improve performance at simple tasks, they
lower performance on complex tasks (Speier et al., 1999). (Iqbal and Bailey,
2008) demonstrate how constant social media notifications can disrupt focus
and frustrate individuals, who prefer and benefit from notification systems that
are able to deliver notifications at breakpoints when they are disengaged from
any particular task. (Ophir et al., 2009) show that individuals who self-identify
as highly multi-tasking are actually ineffective at filtering out irrelevant infor-
mation from multiple channels and focusing attention to the task at hand in
comparison to self-identified low multi-tasking individuals.
1.2 Extended Self Theory
Social media platforms help users overcome the limitations to asynchronous
communication due to memory capacity through a variety of strategies. Noti-
fication systems, news feeds, and timelines all provide users with an extended
memory of conversations and individuals that await their responses. Extended
self theory (Belk, 2013) posits the notion that one may present oneself as a
re-embodied self, inclusive of identity and memories, through objects or oth-
ers that are not of one’s physical self. Belk explains how the illusion of oneself
within a virtual environment along with the perception of other individuals
in the same virtual environment (Schultze, 2010) can create an extended self.
Online social media profiles are a prime means to the extended embodiment
of oneself within virtual communities on the internet (Belk, 2014). Users are
attracted to and hooked to social media due to a variety of reasons includ-
ing the removal of inhibitions and freedom of expression through anonymity
(Bargh et al., 2002; Taylor, 2002; Tosun, 2012), fear of missing out (or FOMO)
(Buglass et al., 2017), and in some cases due to being the sole means of self
expression (Hongladarom, 2011). A famous thought experiment used to sup-
port the philosophy behind extended self theory is the example of Otto, who,
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afflicted with Alzheimers disease, maintains a notebook to store and recall
directions to his regular destination (Clark and Chalmers, 1998). Yet, Otto’s
example is one of artifactual memory (Heersmink, 2017), where the user un-
derstands his memory impairment and actively decides to rely on a physical
or virtual object to recall information. However, truly extended memory must
be accessed with no meta-cognitive decision to utilize it for one’s benefit, un-
like in the example of Otto, who is aware of his cognitive impairment and
actively consults his notebook (Clowes, 2017). According to (Belk, 2013), the
formation of an extended self occurs upon the dematerialization of posses-
sions, the re-embodiment of self, sharing of information, co-construction of
self, and the distribution of memory. Online social media platforms facilitate
all of these functions. Virtual photo albums such as those on Facebook replac-
ing photo albums are but one example of dematerializiation of possessions.
Re-embodiment of the self is seen through social media profiles with digitally
perfected photos to construct the desired autobiography. Sharing of informa-
tion happens at such a magnitude on social media that it is considered a news
source by many users (Broersma and Graham, 2012; Messing and Westwood,
2014). Co-construction of the self occurs regularly on social media as users
are constantly seeking the approval and moving within affinity spaces (Davies,
2007). Finally, possessing a social media profile means having several forms
of distributed memory, from having the ability of recalling past experiences
in textual, photo, or video formats not only of oneself, but of others they are
connected to through a single tap of a phone screen Social media also enables
the offloading of asynchronous communications to be responded to later by
leaving them unread on the notifications menu. So strong is the dependence
to one’s extended social media self that there is evidence for the onset of
anxiety, increased systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and reduced cognitive
performance upon separation from one’s mobile phone (Clayton et al., 2015)
1.3 A Theory of Extended Working Memory
Considering the premise that online social media allows for the formation of
an extended self, the processes of information overload and memory capac-
ity should reflect in one’s extended memory and cognition. Extended working
memory can be defined as the information stored in a technological scaffold,
such the notification feeds of a social media profile, that are accessed in order
to perform tasks. The extended working memory capacity can then be defined
as the number of messages in the extended working memory that individuals
are able to respond to, without actively searching through their notification
feed (Actively searching through one’s notification feed could be considered
as accessing one’s long-term memory). However, unlike working memory, the
attention associated with extended working memory may be more volatile, de-
pending on the cognition devoted to the social media profile, i.e., the extended
self, by the original self. Similar to working memory, large in-flows of distract-
ing information on the notification feeds may cause information overload in an
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individual. Unlike one’s biological working self, this may lead to an individual
‘detaching’ from their extended self. That is, the overload experienced through
an individual’s extended social media self may force a loss in the attention
span an individual dedicates to their incoming notifications, allowing more
notifications to go unanswered. We refer to attention span as Mt, as it may,
therefore, vary with time, t. We model the suppression of attention as having
a power-law relationship to the information overload experienced by the user,
with an exponent, α, which we refer to as the rate of attention suppression.
Of course, there would be an upper limit to extended working memory, i.e.,
extended working memory capacity (Mmax), determined by both properties
of the social media platform and biological limits, which would be observed
under unoverloaded conditions.
1.4 Implications of Information Overload on Online Conversations
Despite the offloading of information to one’s extended online social media
self (or selves), an individual can still become overwhelmed. Social media plat-
forms employ automated filtering and recommendation techniques to try to
ease the flow of information to users to optimize user engagement. Information
delivery is achieved through activity notification lists and feeds such as Twit-
ter’s timeline or the ordering of posts in Reddit’s subreddits, These sources
of information contain vast amounts of information conveyed by conversation
participants, which would have taken considerable time to perceive in direct
face-to-face communication due to sensory and working memory capacity, are
now delivered instantaneously. This can cause users to be in a constant state of
information overload (Koroleva et al., 2010). (Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2014)
discover that the responsiveness of Twitter users, measured as the probability
of a user retweeting tweets in their timeline, typically stays constant as long
as the user is not experiencing more than 30 incoming tweets an hour. How-
ever, beyond an in-flow of 30 tweets an hour, the user gradually experiences
information overload, with a breakdown in the user’s responsiveness that fol-
lows a power-law with the excess inflow of tweets received per hour. They
estimate that responsiveness of users receiving more than 30 tweets an hour
is proportional to the in-flow of tweets raised to the power of −0.65. The in-
terplay between limited attention span and the gradual reduction in visibility
of incoming information over time has been shown to have important effects
on the selection of information to respond to, and in turn, the distances over
which information is shared (Hodas and Lerman, 2012).
Information overload can have serious implications on the spread of in-
formation online. (Feng et al., 2015) demonstrate that due to finite limits of
human attention, information diffusion does not necessarily follow the dynam-
ics of SIR models of disease contagion as previously believed. Rather, when
users are constantly bombarded with information, they are less likely to re-
spond to any of the incoming information as their attention is spread out
over multiple channels, unlike SIR models of disease, where the higher the
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number of exposures, the higher the chance of infection. (Gonc¸alves et al.,
2011) demonstrate how the importance of considering cognitive limits when
modeling information diffusion, by showing how a simple finite-sized memory
queue in a probabilistic model of information diffusion was able to support
Dunbar’s thesis of biological limits to the number of social connections that
may simultaneously be maintained by a single individual.
This leads us to question, what effects do information overload and the
resulting loss of attention to one’s extended self have on the properties of
online conversations, such as information cascade volume, virality, and user
participation? (Hodas et al., 2013) overloaded users have typically received
information related to larger cascades of information and suggest that they
can even be used as signals for interesting information. (Li et al., 2014) pro-
vide a compelling theoretical proof that despite the intuition that users with
larger extended memory, which they refer to as view scope, retain informa-
tion longer and therefore have higher likelihood of response, the likelihood of
response is unrelated to the size of one’s view scope, because the larger the
view scope of a user is the more messages get stored for processing and the
lesser the likelihood is that one particular message gets responded to. How-
ever, this proof assumes a fixed view scope size over time, regardless of the
information overload experienced. Memory capacity is known to be suppressed
under information overload (Cowan, 2001) and may have implications on these
findings, if a similar suppression of extended memory (or view scope) occurs
under overload. We speculate that as overloaded users are forced to handle
smaller sets of information due to the reduction of extended memory capacity,
they develop a sort of adaptive resilience to information overload, reducing
their attention to a limited scope of messages and maintaining productivity,
until they are completely overwhelmed.
In the rest of this paper we present a mechanistic model of extended work-
ing memory, and simulate the conversations between individuals of a cryp-
tocurrenty interest-group over Twitter. We examine the sensitivity of conver-
sation volume, conversation virality, and user participation to rate of attention
loss and extended working memory capacity. We also extend an existing proof
in (Li et al., 2014), to show that user responsiveness is only insensitive to
extended working memory capacity when there is no attention loss through
overload (implicitly assumed in (Li et al., 2014)). Through simulations of the
calibrated model, we reproduce and test several known phenomena including
the threshold for overload on Twitter identified in (Gomez-Rodriguez et al.,
2014), an explanation for why overloaded users receive more large, popular
cascades than other users, yet are unable to participate in them, and 3) an
upper limit of attention span to incoming Twitter notifications that reflects
the effects of biological working memory capacity as described in (Miller, 1956;
Cowan, 2001).
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2 Model Description
2.1 The Multi-Action Cascade Model
We investigate the impact of extended working memory on conversation dy-
namics under information overload through simulations of the Multi-Action
Cascade Model (MACM) of conversation (Gunaratne et al., 2019). The MACM
derives from traditional diffusion of information models such as the indepen-
dent cascade model(Granovetter, 1978; Bass, 1969; Goldenberg et al., 2001;
Rand et al., 2015), but it is unique, as it is the first of its kind to simulate
diffusion of information in the form of conversations, following the principles
of conversation theory (Pask, 1976), instead of merely simulating the binary
adoption of a topic or opinion. The MACM is based on four premises, whose
validity we demonstrate in the results section of this paper as well:
– Premise 1: Diffusion of information over online social media occurs through
conversations. Individuals participate in conversations due to the following
factors: 1) influence of other participants Q, 2) influence from informa-
tion sources exogenous to the conversation P , or 3) the internal need to
participate in conversation I.
– Premise 2: Conversation participants can perform three types of actions:
1) Initiation of a new conversation, 2) contribution to an existing conver-
sation, 3) sharing existing information from a conversation.
– Premise 3: Given a particular topic of interest, the influences q ∈ Q,p ∈ P ,
and i ∈ I can be determined from event timeseries data, by measuring the
ratio of information flow from the timeseries of events of the influencing
user’s action type to the timeseries of events of the influenced user’s action
type (Schreiber, 2000; Gunaratne et al., 2019).
MACM agents exist on a network of endogenous influence probabilities that
govern the probability that an agent’s neighbor takes a particular action (out
of the actions listed in Premise 2) provided information that the agent has itself
performed an action. When a MACM agent performs a particular action, they
produce a message, representative of a social media notification, that indicates
which user performed the action, the action type, and the conversation the
action is being performed on. These messages are propagated to neighboring
agents to which the acting agent has an influence probability greater than 0
over the receiving agent performing any given action type. The receiving agents
then act on the incoming messages according with a probability indicated by
the influence probability the sender agent has over it, q. MACM messages are
thus akin to information chunks, as referred to in the literature on cognitive
models of short-term memory (Miller, 1956; Chen and Cowan, 2005). Once
an MACM agent receives a message, it can then decide to initiate a new
conversation on the topic, contribute to the sender’s conversation, or share the
sender’s conversation with other agents. For the experiments in this paper, q
between the agents in the simulations presented in this paper are derived by
considering diadic relationships between social media users, and calculating the
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ratios of information flow over time from one user, as the influencer, to another,
as the influenced, to the total information produced by the influencer agents
as described in (Gunaratne et al., 2019). p and i are established similarly, but
for the purposes of the experiments in this paper, considering the endogenous
influence probabilities q is sufficient. The GPU-based implementation of the
MACM in python can be found in (Gunaratne, 2019)
2.2 Modeling Extended Working Memory
We integrate the extended working memory sub-model into MACM based on
a further three premises:
– Premise 4: Information exists in extended working memory in the form
of chunks and the number of chunks can be recalled for immediate process-
ing is quantified by the current attention span, Mt, of one’s extended self
(Miller, 1956; Baddeley and Hitch, 1974; Cowan, 2001; Chen and Cowan,
2005).
– Premise 5: Attention span, and effectively responsiveness, to messages
has an upper bound due to cognitive limits Mmax (Cowan, 2001; Gomez-
Rodriguez et al., 2014).
– Premise 6: Extended selves’ experience the effects of information overload
once the number of incoming messages has exceeded their extended working
memory capacity Mmax, after which the suppression of Mt follows a power-
law relationship of exponent α with the amount of incoming information
overload experienced (Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2014; Koroleva et al., 2010;
Li et al., 2014)
Fig. 1 summarizes our model of extended working memory and the re-
duction of attention span under information overload. Individuals modeled in
the MACM are often subject to receiving more than a single message every
time step. Often, the influence probability of the sender is insufficient for the
users to act on the particular piece of information within the same time step it
was received. Accordingly, all MACM agents have an actionable information
queue which buffers incoming messages until they are processed and removed
in a last-in-first-out manner. If new information is received by an agent while
the actionable information queue is full, then the oldest messages are pushed
out of the queue in a first-in-first-out manner to make room for the incoming
messages.
In other words, when applied to a social media context, the current ac-
tionable information queue capacity at a given time t, (Mt), represents the
attention span of a conversation participant to incoming notifications. In or-
der to simulate information overload, we allow (Mt) to varying according to
the rate of information inflow to the agent. At every time step, the current
attention span (Mt) of each individual is re-calculated based on the overload
(Ot−1) experienced by the user due to excessive information in-flow during the
previous time step raised to the power of a α (0 <= α <= 1) as shown in eq.1.
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Fig. 1: An illustrated demonstration of the actionable information queue and
the process of information overloading. Step 1) Actionable information stores
incoming information, is accessed in a last-in-first-out fashion. Its capacity
is synonymous to the individual’s current attention span, Mt. 2) Received
information is added to the front of the actionable information. A user is
overloaded if Mt is exceeded, in which case a new Mt is calculated based
on the extent of overload experienced. 3) Excess messages are dropped in a
first-in-first-out fashion, removing the oldest messages first.
A parameter of the model, α represents the power-law in (Gomez-Rodriguez
et al., 2014), which represents an agent’s susceptibility to loss in responsiveness
under information overload.
Mt =
{
Mt−1 −Oαt−1, if Oαt−1 <= Mt−1
0, otherwise
(1)
We model the impact of information overload on attention span to notifica-
tions by deriving the overloading mechanism discovered between reduced user
responsiveness under information overload on Twitter described in (Gomez-
Rodriguez et al., 2014). The overload experienced by an individual at time
t, Ot−1 is calculated as the number of excess messages, beyond the current
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attention span of the user, as shown in eq. 2, i.e. by how many messages does
the sum of number of messages that were received from the previous time
step (Rt−1) and the number of messages left over on the actionable informa-
tion queue from the previous time step (|At−1|) exceed the extended working
memory capacity, Mmax. Ot−1 has a lower limit of 0. (Gomez-Rodriguez et al.,
2014) estimate the value of Mmax to be 30.
Ot−1 =
{
(|At−1|+ |Rt−1|)−Mmax, if |At−1|+ |Rt−1| >= Mmax
0, otherwise
(2)
If Mt < |At−1|+ |Rt−1|, the oldest messages in the actionable information
queue are removed during at t until |At| = Mt.
3 Experiments
We performed several experiments on the the model of extended working mem-
ory. These experiments were conducted to: 1) provide a better understanding
of the effects of attention span loss and extended working memory capacity on
online conversation dynamics, 2) identify possible values for these two param-
eters in a real-world context, and 3) use the model along with the identified
parameter values to reproduce and provide explanations to several phenomena
identified in online conversations. In the following sections we use the terms
conversations and information cascades interchangeably, considering that con-
versations are the means through which information cascades occur in human
conversation.
3.1 Hypotheses
Under the three goals listed above, we formulated 12 hypotheses for investi-
gation under the following five categories.
3.1.1 Sensitivity of Conversation Characteristics to Mmax and α
In order to understand the effect of extended working memory on conversation
characteristics we selected three measures related to size, shape, and user par-
ticipation for sensitivity analysis against the model parameters. In particular,
the sensitivity of three information cascade properties, volume, virality, and
the number of unique participants, to the extended working memory capacity,
Mmax and α, were tested.
– Hypothesis 1: The volume of information cascades is sensitive to Mmax
and α.
– Hypothesis 2: The shape of information cascades indicated by its virality
of cascades is sensitive to Mmax and α.
– Hypothesis 3: The number of unique participants in information cascades
is sensitive to Mmax and α.
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3.1.2 Relationship of responsiveness to Mmax and α
Considering the theoretical proof in (Li et al., 2014), that states that the
probability of responding to a neighbor’s incoming message, or responsiveness
as defined in (Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2014), is unrelated to the size of view
scope, which in this case is represented by Mmax, under the assumption of
no suppression of attention, i.e. α = 0. We argue that this is only true in the
case of α = 0. Under the condition α > 0, an overloaded individual’s attention
span would be suppressed, causing the probability of response to drop. A larger
Mmax would then provide more robustness against higher α. Accordingly, we
hypothesize that:
– Hypothesis 4: the relationship of responsiveness to Mmax changes once
α > 0 increases with higher Mmax, such that individual’s are typically
allowed higher responsiveness under higher Mmax and lower α.
– Hypothesis 5: the sensitivity of responsiveness to Mmax increases with
higher loss of attention due under higher levels of α.
– Hypothesis 6: the robustness of responsiveness against stronger attention
loss due higher α increases with higher Mmax.
3.1.3 Calibration to Electroneum Twitter Community
Through the calibration of the model of extended working memory we expected
to see similar thresholds discovered in prior research. According to (Gomez-
Rodriguez et al., 2014), the threshold of incoming tweets after which a Twitter
user experiences information overload is 30 Tweets an hour. Accordingly, we
hypothesized that:
– Hypothesis 7: Under the optimal parameter settings, the extended work-
ing memory capacity on Twitter’s Electroneum community would be ap-
proximately equal to 30, Mmax ≈ 30.
The attention that an individual may pay to their extended self is limited
to the cognitive processing limits of that individual. Therefore, the observed
processing limits of one’s extended self must be restricted at an upper bound
similar or less than those found in biological cognitive processing limits found
in lab experiments. We expect the Twitter profiles of participants engaged
in Twitter discussions of the Electroneum cryptocurrency to follow a similar
pattern:
– Hypothesis 8: Attention to one’s extended self is limited by the cogni-
tive processing limits, limiting one’s extended working memory capacity to
working memory capacity levels observed in (Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2001)
or lower.
3.1.4 Overloaded individuals as conveyors of important information
In (Hodas et al., 2013) it is found that overloaded users are not good signalers
for important information, as they receive more information from large, pop-
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ular cascades than small, growing cascades, but are unable to participate in
large, popular cascades themselves. We expect the model of extended working
memory to demonstrate the same behavior, once calibrated to the real-world
data through the following hypotheses:
– Hypothesis 9: Overloaded users are more likely to receive messages from
larger information cascades discussed by a larger population.
– Hypothesis 10: Overloaded users are less likely to respond to messages
from larger information cascades discussed by a larger population.
The explanatory nature of agent-based models allowed us to further verify
the cause of the above phenomena observed in (Hodas et al., 2013) through
analysis of overloaded users’ actionable information queues. As the MACM
granted access to the information contained within the extended working mem-
ory of all agents, we were able to analyze the agent’s memory over time, a task
not possible with lab experimentation. Moreover, we compared the volume, vi-
rality and number of unique participants of cascades contained within agents’
extended working memory against the extent of attention suppression under
overload, testing the following hypothesis:
– Hypothesis 11: Large, popular cascades are more likely to generate more
incoming notifications to a single individual at once, typically causing
stronger attention suppression under overload, in turn causing overloaded
users to participate less in large, popular cascades, despite being notified of
large, highly popular cascades more often than unoverloaded individuals.
3.1.5 Contagiousness of Information
Finally, (Feng et al., 2015) explain that the suppressing effect of information
overload, due to limits in human attention, information spread dynamics do
not necessarily follow those modeled in SIR models of disease contagions as
previously believed. Rather, the limiting effect of information overload leads
to different epidemic thresholds.
– Hypothesis 12: High levels of simultaneous notifications regarding a par-
ticular conversation by one’s neighbors decreases the likelihood of response
of an individual to a given conversation.
3.2 Data and Experimental Design
In order to achieve the goals described at the begining of the section, we
compared the output of this model to a real-world dataset of events pertain-
ing to Twitter conversations among a cyptocurrency interest-community. This
dataset consisted of a community of 1661 Twitter profiles engaged in discus-
sions regarding the Electroneum cryptocurrency. Conversations were extracted
between these users over Twitter over a four month period starting from the
1st of February, 2018 to the 1st of June, 2018. These conversations were used
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to extract the endogenous influence probabilities and construct the network
for the MACM model as described in Sec. 2.1, in accordance to (Gunaratne
et al., 2019). This data consisted of a total of 85083 events over 61380 unique
conversations. Each event recorded an anonymized identifier of the user per-
forming the event, the anonymized identifiers of the resulting conversation
node, the parent being to replied, and the root tweet of the conversation, the
type of action being performed by the user, and the timestamp. The trained
model was then used to simulate a holdout period from the 1st of June, 2018
to the 1st of July, 2018 under varying parameter settings as described below.
The time resolution used for simulations was 1 hour. Actions of the events
in this data were abstracted as follows: 1) Tweet events were considered as
conversation initiation events, 2) Reply and quote events were considered as
contributions to existing conversations, and 3) Retweet events were considered
as conversation sharing actions.
In order to test hypotheses 1 to 6, the model was run for α varying over
a range of [0.0,0.9] with increments of 0.1 and Mmax varying over a range
of [5..35] with increments of 5. Each parameter configuration was rerun for
10 repetitions. Since each run produced around 4000 unique conversations,
approximately 40000 conversations were analyzed for each parameter config-
uration. The sensitivity of conversation volume, virality, unique participants,
and responsiveness to Mmax and α were quantified using Sobol’s sensitivity
analysis technique (Sobol, 2001), and the first-order indices were compared to
evaluate conversation sensitivity to the parameters. The volume of informa-
tion cascades was measured by the count of contribution and sharing events,
appending this information to the conversation created by an initiation event
(inclusive of the initial event itself). Cascade virality was measured as the
Wiener index (Wiener, 1947; Mohar and Pisanski, 1988; Goel et al., 2015) of
the tree structure formed by the conversations and the contributions of sharing
events directed towards them. Measuring the number of unique users involved
in an information cascade was simply the count of users engaged in a particular
conversation. An individual’s responsiveness was quantified as the probability
that a received message would end up as the influencing parent of an outgoing
message of an event performed by the individual, by tracking messages as they
moved through user’s actionable information queues. In order to understand
the robustness and sensitivity of responsiveness to the model parameters, we
measured the first order Sobol indices of Mmax and α as functions of the other
parameter, respectively.
To test hypotheses 7 to 12, the model was calibrated to find the best
Mmax and α values that most closely mimicked conversation dynamics of the
Electroneum interest community. This was done by performing a factorial
grid experiment over the same parameter ranges defined above, but instead
calculating the Jensen-Shannon divergence of each measurement against that
of the respective measurements applied on the ground-truth data for June,
2018. Simulations of the calibrated model were then analyzed, including dumps
of the agents received information and actionable information queues to answer
the hypotheses 7 to 12.
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4 Results
The evidence for the hypotheses as provided by the results of the experiments
described in Sec. 3.1 are summarized in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Summary of experimental results
(3: hypothesis supported,7: hypothesis not supported).
Research Question Category Hypothesis Result
Sensitivity of Conversation Characteristics to Mmax and α
1 3
2 7
3 3
Relationship of responsiveness to Mmax and α
4 3
5 3
6 3
Calibration to Electroneum Twitter Community
7 3
8 3
Overloaded individuals as conveyors of important information
9 3
10 3
11 3
Contagiousness of Information 12 3
Fig. 2 displays the cascade volume, virality, and unique user counts over
varying Mmax and α values. A strong relationship is seen between the pa-
rameters and unique user counts, while a weaker relationship is seen between
the parameters and cascade volume. No relationships is seen between cascade
virality and either parameter. Higher Mmax and lower α are shown to produce
smaller cascades, i.e. shorter conversations, between less users.
Tab. 2 displays the first order (Si) and total (STi) Sobol sensitivity indices
for Mmax and α on the means of each characteristic of conversation dynamics.
Overall, all three characteristics of conversation dynamics are more sensitive to
Mmax than they are to α. According to the Si values, it can be seen that mean
unique users in cascades is the characteristic that is by far the most sensitive
to first order changes in both Mmax and α. The total of the first order indices∑
Si for both cascade volume and virality are much lower than 1, indicating
that there is much uncertainty of both these cascade characteristics, regardless
of either parameter. In contrast,
∑
Si is quite high for the mean number of
unique users, indicating that this cascade characteristic has little uncertainty
when for varying values of Mmax and α. Finally,
∑
STi is greater than 1
for all cascade characteristics indicating that there is some level of sensitivity
to the interaction of both Mmax and α. Accordingly, we declared support of
hypotheses 1 and 3, but no support for hypothesis 2 (Sec. 3.1.1).
Fig. 3a displays the mean and Fig. 3 the variance of the responsiveness
of individuals to senders as Mmax and α are varied. It can be seen that the
responsiveness exists in two regimes between α = 0 and α > 0 as expected,
supporting hypothesis 4 (Sec. 3.1.2). This indicates that when the assumption
made in Li et al. (2014) that attention to notifications, or view scope, is subject
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(a) Simulated Twitter cascade volumes.
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(b) Simulated Twitter cascade virality
(Wiener index).
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(c) Unique participant counts on simulated
Twitter cascades.
Fig. 2: Cascade volume, virality, and unique user counts over varying Mmax
and α. Cascade volume and unique user counts show variation with lower
values for higher Mmax and α, whereas cascade virality shows no relationship.
Table 2: First order (Si) and total (STi) Sobol sensitivity indices for Mmax
and α on mean cascade volume, mean cascade virality, and mean number of
unique users participating in a cascade.
Mmax α
Si STi Si STi
∑
Si
∑
STi
Mean Cascade Volume 0.035 0.986 0.014 0.965 0.049 1.951
Mean Cascade Virality 0.074 0.980 0.020 0.926 0.094 1.906
Mean Unique Users in Cascade 0.642 0.769 0.231 0.358 0.873 1.127
to change in size under information overload is relaxed, then responsiveness is
in fact substantially sensitive to extended working memory capacity. Accord-
ingly, as shown in Fig. 4a, the first order Sobol sensitivity indices for Mmax
increase non-linearly as α increases until α = 0.8, providing support for hy-
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pothesis 5 (Sec. 3.1.2), after which it drops drastically. This indicates that the
sensitivity of responsiveness to extended working memory capacity increases
non-linearly with the rate of attention loss up to a threshold. Beyond this
threshold, the loss of attention is so steep, that even a minimal quantity of
information inflow can completely overwhelm the user. Fig. 4b shows respon-
siveness is fairly sensitive to α for mid range Mmax. But Mmax is substantially
high, responsiveness is quite robust against α, supporting hypothesis 6 (Sec.
3.1.2). In other words, mid-range extended working memory capacity allows for
a fair amount of sensitivity to attention loss. But under high working memory
capacity, the effect of attention loss on responsiveness is diminished.
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(a) Mean responsiveness of individuals under
varying Mmax and α.
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(b) Variance of responsiveness of individuals
under varying Mmax and α.
Fig. 3: Mean and variance of responsiveness of individuals under varying Mmax
and α. Responsiveness follows different relationships with Mmax when α =
0 and when α > 0. Under α > 0, higher values of Mmax provide higher
robustness to responsiveness under overload.
The results of the factorial experiment on the JS divergence (lower is bet-
ter) between the cascade measurements and the ground truth measurements is
shown in 5. There is a clear, defining relationship of the JS divergence of unique
user counts on cascades and the two parameters. Together, Mmax and α form
a pareto-front, where highly fit simulations exist under a trade-off between
the two parameters. The relationship of both parameters with cascade volume
are generally constant, except for high Mmax, under which is worsens consid-
erably. Most interestingly, we find support for hypothesis 7 (Sec. 3.1.3), with
the finding that when the measurements are aggregated taking their means,
the lowest JS divergence is reported for Mmax = 30, α = 0.8, which agrees
with the finding in (Gomez-Rodriguez et al., 2014) that the threshold up to
which no drop in Twitter user responsiveness is seen is approximately at 30
incoming tweets an hour, after which the user is overloaded.
Quite interestingly, we find support for hypothesis 8 (Sec. 3.1.3), by discov-
ering that for the calibrated simulations there exists an upper limit in Mt of
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(a) First order Sobol sensitivity index of re-
sponsiveness to Mmax under varying α.
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Fig. 4: First order Sobol sensitivity index of responsiveness to Mmax and α.
It is seen that sensitivity of responsiveness to Mmax increases non-linearly
with increasing α until it peaks at 0.8, after which there is a rapid decline in
sensitivity of responsiveness to Mmax. In contrast, sensitivity of responsiveness
to α is seen to be highest for moderate ranges of Mmax, and robust under high
Mmax.
7 tweets per hour in most instances, as shown in Fig. 6. The overall distribu-
tion of Mt is highly skewed towards this maximum value, with a few instances
where users experienced stronger information overload and reported Mt values
of less than 7.
As shown in Fig. 7, our generative model of extended working memory
replicates the analytical observation that overloaded users do receive informa-
tion regarding large, popular cascades but are unable to participate in them
(Hodas et al., 2013). Moreover, at extreme levels of overload (50+ incoming
tweets per hour), agents are so overwhelmed the are completely overloaded and
unable to post. Therefore, we find support for both hypotheses 9 and 10 (Sec.
3.1.4). Additionally, we find that agents typically participate in large, popu-
lar, and structurally viral cascades when they have little to no information to
process. Upon inspection of the information received by agents, we discover
that cascades of globally high volume are unpopular in local neighborhoods of
influence Fig. 8a. Conversations that have a moderate number of unique par-
ticipants are more abundant in local neighborhoods of influence Fig. 8b, but
past a popularity of around 20 users, cascades quickly become less common
among local neighborhoods. This evidence supports hypothesis 11 (Sec. 3.1.4)
and, thereby, the proposed reason for this phenomena speculated in (Hodas
et al., 2013).
Finally, we discover that the probability of the agent responding to a par-
ticular conversation generally decreases past a threshold of exposures the agent
has experienced to the respective conversation per hour. In the case of Elec-
troneum discussions on Twitter, after a rate of around 2 exposures to a con-
versation an hour, the probability of an agent contributing to the conversation
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(a) JS Divergence of simulated Twitter cas-
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Mmax and α.
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(b) JS Divergence of simulated Twitter cas-
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ground truth data, by Mmax and α.
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truth data.
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Fig. 5: The JS divergence of simulated cascade volume, virality, and unique
user counts against that of the ground truth data, over varying Mmax and
α. The optimal values of the JS divergence of unique user counts shows a
pareto-front between the two parameters. The lowest aggregate JS divergence
is obtained at Mmax = 30, α = 0.8, which agrees with (Gomez-Rodriguez
et al., 2014) that Twitter user responsiveness is constant upto a threshold of
30 incoming tweets, after which the user appears to be overloaded.
generally decreases. This evidence supports hypothesis 12 (Sec. 3.1.5) and the
findings in (Feng et al., 2015) that the mechanism of limited attention span,
may cause the number of notifications received regarding a particular conver-
sation to have an inhibiting effect on an individual’s responsiveness.
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Fig. 6: Overall distribution of hourly attention span (Mt) to Twitter notifica-
tions by participants engaged in Electroneum discussions across the month of
June, 2018. Surprisingly, maximal number of 7 is seen through the simulations,
while relatively higher overloaded states are uncommon yet observed at which
Mt < 7.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this study we combine findings from psychological and neuroscience research
on working memory (Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2001) with extended self theory
Belk (2013), in order to develop the notion of an extended working memory.
Similar to biological working memory, we design extended working memory to
hold chunks of information and have a fixed capacity. Similar still, we model
the effects of information overload on the extended self as suppressing an
individual’s attention span to their extended self, which in turn suppresses
their attention to messages received by their extended self.
Then, through incorporation of the extended working memory model into
an influence-based probabilistic agent-based model of conversation (Gunaratne
et al., 2019), we are able to investigate the effects of extended working memory
capacity (Mmax) and rate of attention loss (α) on conversation dynamics. A
simulation-based approach provided the ability to gain useful insights into
these two parameters which would otherwise be difficult and costly to measure
through direct human experimentation. Our experiments suggest that both
the maximum working memory of an individual and the magnitude of the rate
working memory overload have an impact on certain characteristics of online
conversations.
Our results indicate that the typical number of participants per conver-
sation is highly sensitivite to higher extended working memory capacity and
lower rates of overload. Conversation volume, or the number of replies, retweets,
and quoted tweets in a cascade of information, showed a similar, yet weaker
relationship to the two parameters. The structure of conversations did not
show any sensitivity to the model parameters.
Studies on biological working memory and information overload show sig-
nificant focus of attention to particular tasks (loss of attention span) under
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Fig. 7: Cascade characteristics against received and actionable information
quantity. Users with lower memory received larger cascades but are unable to
forward them at the same rate.
information overload. Accordingly, we demonstrate that responsiveness is only
independent of extended working memory capacity as derived in (Li et al.,
2014) when such an attention loss is not considered. However, our calibration
results indicate that it is most likely that there is considerable loss of atten-
tion under overload to the extended self in online social media conversations.
Further, our sensitivity analyses suggest that under high rates of attention
loss, responsiveness actually shows considerable sensitivity to extended work-
ing memory capacity and is only robust for relatively high extended working
memory capacity. Calibration of the extended working model to the Elec-
troneum Twitter community shows that the most likely extended working
memory capacity and rate attention loss exist on a pareto-front trade-off be-
tween high extended working memory capacity with high rate of attention loss
to mid-range working memory capacity to low rate of attention loss. Consider-
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Fig. 9: Number of exposures to a conversation versus the probability of re-
sponding to the conversation.
ing evidence from the literature that working memory capacity is an individual
trait, this may indicate that multiple archetypes of individuals with mid to
high extended working capacities of around 20 to 30 Twitter notifications and
from 0.8 to 0.1 rates of attention loss per hour may exist in the studied com-
munity. Interestingly, individuals with extended working memory capacity of
30 Tweets exist on this pareto-front, corresponding to findings in (Gomez-
Rodriguez et al., 2014) where the responsiveness of individuals was stable up
to and began to decline beyond a threshold of 30 incoming tweets an hour.
Interestingly, agents of the calibrated simulations exhibited a maximal at-
tention span of 7 tweets an hour, which corresponds to Miller’s early claim
that working memory capacity was limited to 7 ± 2 (Miller, 1956). However,
more recent estimates show this value to be around 4 single-item chunks of
stimuli. We propose two explanations for this behavior: 1) The existence of an
extended social media self provides the extra cognitive resources necessary to
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have a higher processing capability than naturally possible; or 2) The assump-
tion that Twitter notifications are independent from one another with regards
to recall is not accurate, and users are not completely overloaded, allowing for
multi-item chunks to persist (Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2001).
Similar to (Hodas et al., 2013), our results agree that overloaded users re-
ceive large, popular cascades, yet, are unable to join in discussing them. Thus
we confirm the understanding that overloaded users are not good indicators
of important information, as they absorb and mitigate the spread of large
cascades. Thanks to the explanatory nature of generative agent-based model-
ing, we are able to confirm the argument that this phenomenon is caused by
the local popularity of small cascades of modest global popularity and local
unpopularity of larger cascades, of high global popularity.
Though our model has been tied to biological models of the working mem-
ory framework as much as possible, the current model has some limitations.
The extended working memory model described in this paper takes into ac-
count the loss of attention to the extended self (and notifications received
through it), but does not take into account the recovery of attention by the
extend self. In the above experiments, we have assumed that when considering
a niche online discussion forum such as the Electroneum interest community
on Twitter, the rate of such attention recovery would be negligible. Ideally, in
future work, we intend to model the recovery of attention through the inclu-
sion of an extra parameter, rate of attention recovery (say β, to counteract the
effect of information loss when there individuals are not experiencing overload.
Given the considerable match of conversation characteristics to the real-world
data when the model was calibrated, we speculate that such a rate of attention
recovery would be relatively small compared to the rate to attention loss.
Contrary to previous belief, (Feng et al., 2015) demonstrate how limits
of human cognition make the spread of information distinct from the viral
spread of contagious disease. SIR models of contagious disease rely on the
premise that the more an individual comes into contact with infected others,
the more likely they are to become infected themselves. However, by explicitly
modeling the effects of information overload, our results agree with (Feng
et al., 2015), in that an individual coming into simultaneous contact with many
other individuals ‘infected’ with information actually decreases their chances of
spreading the information themselves. Reconceptualizing information spread
as distinct from biological virus spread will enable an innovative view of this
process, and aid in a deeper understanding of how information is transmitted
on social media.
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